Abstract-The forced oscillations of the damping mechanical system of solids "Ball Vibration Absorber (BVA) with linearly viscous resistance -a movable carrier body" under the influence of external harmonic excitation are considered. Based on Appell's formalism, the dynamic equations for the joint motion of a heavy ball without sliding into a spherical cavity of a carrier body are formulated and numerically studied. The amplitude-frequency characteristic of the damping mechanical system and the curves of the dependences of the maximum amplitude of the oscillations of the carrier body on the values of the radius of the spherical cavity and the coefficient of viscous resistance of the BVA are obtained. The conditions and restrictions on the rolling of a heavy ball in the spherical recess of the absorber without sliding are determined.
When processing the operating load-bearing objects (such as height flexible buildings and structures, industrial and transport machinery and mechanisms, cable-stayed bridges, power lines, etc.), often there are forced oscillations of their individual elements or the objects themselves. The consequence of this is additional dynamic loads and impacts on these load-bearing objects, they fight against which turns into a big technical problem.
The nature of the emergence of forced oscillations is diverse. For example, wind, seismic, industrial, hydrodynamic, transport, other force, or kinematic influences can be classified as such. Forced oscillations can disrupt the normal operating conditions of the elements of mechanical systems, and the associated dynamic loads create a direct threat to their strength, reliability and stability.
To suppress forced vibrations of flexible and extended objects, various dynamic vibration dampers use [1 -9, 14, 17, 19 -21, 23 -25] . Structurally, existing vibration dampers can be divided into three main groups: spring, pendulum, shock [1 -9, 22, 25] . However, their dynamic behaviour and correct application in the vibration protection system is clearly regulated by the relevant regulatory documents only in certain frequency ranges of carrier objects [1, 2, 8] .
Due to its dynamic characteristics and the functional purpose, a significant number of the above extended large objects have their own fundamental frequencies, which range from 12 rad/s to 3 rad/s and below. For example, this applies to modern high-rise structures such as TV towers. In this case, the design solutions of the absorbers essentially depend on the level of the natural frequencies of the fundamental tone of the oscillations of carrier objects. Depending on their size, the absorbers can be divided into three main groups with varying frequency bands [ • mid-range: 3 -5 rad/s;
• low-frequency range: below 3 rad/s.
Spring dampers are usually used for vibration protection of objects in the mid-frequency and highfrequency ranges with small oscillation amplitudes, so it is physically impossible to use them at low frequencies (up to 3, 0   rad/s) and high amplitudes ( 13  m) [1, 2, 6, 8] .
Acceptable dampers for medium frequencies are the pendulum absorbers mentioned above. At frequencies above 5 rad/s on pendulum absorbers it is necessary to install elastic elements.
The use of pendulum dampers is completely determined by the length of the suspension of the working body of the pendulum [1, 2, 8, 25] . At small natural frequencies, the length of the suspension of their working bodies is significantly increased, and the amplitude of the oscillations can exceed the transverse dimensions of the carrier object itself. On the other hand, as a rule, the working space for placing, fixing and functioning of the absorber is limited both vertically and horizontally, therefore, the significant dimensions of the pendulum dampers exclude the possibility of their use for vibration protection of carrier objects in the lowfrequency range.
Shock absorbers on these objects (for example, on TV towers or radio masts) are generally not recommended because of the attendance of maintenance personnel and the availability of precise equipment and transceiver equipment [1, 2, 8] .
Thus, to solve the problem of vibration protection of carrier objects in the low-frequency range, fundamentally new design solutions of absorbers should be sought that will significantly reduce their dimensions while maintaining the same pendulum nature of their functioning [8, 14, 19 -21] .
At the same time, the conditions of operation of the absorbers are characterized by the fact that their structures cannot be under constant supervision. In this regard, they must be functionally simple and resistant to the external effects of atmospheric phenomena, turning into a permanent working element of a carrier object (for example, a high-altitude structure).
Recently, alternative designs of dynamic absorbers have been developed, in which other principles of suppression of forced oscillations are used. They are based on the provision of large mutual displacements of carrying and working bodies in various directions. To realize such displacements, the most successful mechanical systems with rolling without sliding of certain solids over the moving surfaces of other bodies (so-called rolling-damping systems). One of the authors was one of the first to drew attention to the possibility of using such systems for dampening shock on transport and vibration suppression of forced vibrations of load-bearing bodies [10 -13] . In such systems with rolling, the oscillating motion of solids is limited by kinematic tiers. The analytical consideration of these tiers requires new approaches and methods for constructing and studying mathematical models that correctly describe the dynamic processes of vibration suppression of forced vibrations of load-bearing bodies.
In the domain of the dynamics of bound rigid bodies, nonholonomic problems were previously considered in which dynamic effects associated with the proper motion of heavy balls and cylinders over fixed algebraic surfaces of the second order were studied [16, 18] , as well as the dynamic behaviour of other mechanical systems bounded by nonholonomic constraints [15] . However, the influence of oscillating motions of heavy balls and cylinders (as working bodies of absorbers or their elements) on mobile carrier bodies and the dynamic effects of vibration suppression connected with this motion have not been considered at all until recently.
In this connection, we note several papers [14, 17, 19 -21, 23, 24] , aimed at studying the dynamics of damping systems of load-bearing bodies with a spherical absorber of forced oscillations (Ball Vibration Absorber -BVA). The effects of suppressing forced oscillations of a carrier object using BVA consists in rolling a heavy ball without sliding on spherical recess with a constant radius laid out by a special flexible material with a high coefficient of friction. Simultaneously, this flexible material plays the role of an uncontrolled friction-damping device for suppressing the oscillations of the heavy ball in the notch. In this case, the ball movement with proper tuning must occur in antiphase with respect to the motion of the carrier body. The ball has a radius r smaller than the radius R of the spherical recess BVA, and is a BVA working body with a relatively large mass. The difference R R r  between these radii is the main regulating parameter of the natural frequency abs  of the spherical absorber, which for small oscillations of the ball in the recess is determined by the formula: ) of the carrier body and large relative displacements (1,0 3,0  m) of the BVA working body, this significantly affects the quality of its functioning. However, with small relative movements of the working body, the BVA may well work in the normal mode of vibration protection of the carrier objects. In addition, there is another design disadvantage of BVAabsorbers. The flexible material with which the spherical cavity is lined loses its frictional-dampening properties and the absorber ceases to function as a damper.
As for the essence of the research [14, 17, 19-21, 23, 24] , there is one significant omission in them: they do not say anything about the conditions and restrictions on the "clean" ball rolling in the spherical cavity of the absorber, and has not been studied the possibility of tearing the ball away from the spherical surface of the recess. But these conditions are an important theoretical basis of physical realizability and a justification for the adequate functioning of such absorbers. In addition, they do not offer a technique for determining the optimal settings for the BVA-absorber. Thus, the lack of appropriate theoretical basis for justifying the dynamic behaviour of damping systems with cat-and-dampening devices (considering the specificity of their movement) hampers their widespread introduction into modern practice of vibration protection of load-bearing objects. At the same time, experimental studies of the dynamic behaviour of roller mechanisms in vibration protection systems used in shipbuilding, transport engineering, and earthquake-proof construction have proven their high efficiency.
In this paper we consider the simplest type of damping system, which consists of a ball absorber with an adjustable linear viscous resistance. A dynamic problem of this class belongs to the class of problems of nonholonomic mechanics. Therefore, a special methodical approach based on the Appell's formalism was used to construct the equations of motion of the damping system under investigation [16, 18] .
This work is a continuation of the studies initiated by one of the authors about the creation of a new class of roller absorber and published earlier in articles [10 -13] .
II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND RESEARCH PURPOSES
The dynamics of the damping mechanical system of two coupled solid bodies is considered -VBA with a viscous resistance -a movable carrier body‖, which is under the action of an external periodic action (Fig.1) . The effect of vibration protection of BVA is based on the rolling of a working body in the form of a heavy ball with mass m and radius r without sliding in a spherical cavity with a radius R . The latter is rigidly connected to the carrier body and, together with it, has mass M . The body moves horizontally along the axis OX . This movement is impeded by a system of elastic elements with an equivalent stiffness coefficient k and viscous dampers with a coefficient of viscous resistance X C . The effect of vibration protection of BVA is based on the rolling of a working body in the form of a heavy ball with mass m and radius r without sliding in a spherical cavity with a radius R . The latter is rigidly connected to the carrier body and, together with it, has mass M . The body moves horizontally along the axis OX . This movement is impeded by a system of elastic elements with an equivalent stiffness coefficient k and viscous dampers with a coefficient of viscous resistance X C . A heavy ball with a weightless spherical clip connected to the body carrying system of adjustable air dampers. On one hand, the rods of air dampers are hingedly connected to the spherical cage of the heavy ball, and on the other hand to the carrier body. This spherical cage without friction interacts with the heavy ball. This pair creates a spherical hinge that works in any horizontal direction, passing the interaction forces to the air dams, which in turn transmit them to the carrier body and vice versa. The external force acts on the carrier body, which is described by a harmonic function with a stable carrier frequency  :
This design of the BVA-absorber is distinguished from the known ones in it is possible to control the level of damping of the absorber's working body.
The purpose of the work is:
1) to construct a mathematical model of the process of vibration suppression of forced oscillations of a carrier body using a ball absorber;
2) to determine the conditions and restrictions on the "clean" rolling of the ball in the spherical recess of the absorber, thereby justifying the possibility of the physical application of such roller systems as vibration dampers;
3) to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed absorber.
We now turn to the formulation of geometric and kinematic relations, which will be used in further transformations. We denote by n the vector of the inner normal drawn at the point B -contact point of the sphere and the spherical cavity. We introduce two independent generalized coordinates for the two-mass system under investigation: x -displacement of the centre of mass of the carrier body M along the axis OX ;  -angle of deviation of the inner normal n from the vertical axis
The coordinates of the internal normal vector are expressed by the angle of its deviation from the vertical OZ ( Fig.1) :
We write the vector kinematic equation, which follows from the non-sliding condition for the sphere relative to the spherical surface of the recess:
where  -is the angular velocity of the sphere relative sin .
We now turn to the derivation of the equations of motion of the investigated vibration protection system. To do this, we use the Appell's formalism for nonholonomic systems [16, 18] .
IV. CONSTRUCTION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF THE DAMPING SYSTEM
In a general form, we write S  the function of the energy of the accelerations of all masses of the system [16, 18] 
We substitute the obtained expressions (4.2) and (4.3) into (4.1) and consider only those terms of the acceleration function S , which depend on the second derivatives of the generalized coordinates x and  . The function thus obtained is denoted by S  :
We write Appell's equations in a general form: 3) elastic force SP F k x i     , which acts on the carrier body; 4) viscous resistance XX F C x i     , which acts on the carrier body; 5) external periodic force acting horizontally on the carrier body; its modulus is
 has the form:
Considering the relation (3.3), the expression (4.6) in the variations of the generalized coordinates takes the following form:
On the other hand, the expression for the sum of elementary works А  through generalized forces X P , P  assigned to independent generalized coordinates, x and  , thus, write:
Using the relations (4.7) and (4.8), we obtain expressions for X P , P  :
We differentiate expression (4.4) in accordance with equations (4.5) and consider relations (4.9) and (4.10) in the right-hand sides of equations (4.5). As a result, after some transformations, we obtain the following equations of motion for the mechanical system under investigation in generalized coordinates x and  :
We divide by M the first equation of system (4.11) -(4.12). Let us write down the final system of nonlinear differential equations of motion of the vibration protection system in new notation, based on which we will carry out further investigations:
where;
V. NUMERICAL -GRAPHICAL METHOD FOR DETERMINING OPTIMAL SETTINGS FOR BALL ABSORBERS (LINEAR MODEL)
Using the known methods [8, 22] for determining the frequency response for linear problems, we write the final AFC equation 
Let's briefly outline the essence of the numericalgraphical method for determining the optimal tuning parameters of BVA-absorbers. It is based on the principle of "equality of two maxima" AFC [5, 8, 22] , which are achieved at two main frequencies 1  and 2  located near the fundamental frequency 0  of the carrier body.
With the optimum setting of the absorber, the frequency response curve of the system must have a form symmetrical with respect to the frequency damper parameter R using the numerical-graphical method is shown in the graph (Fig.2 ). 
, where
Next, we graphically determine the point of intersection of fragments of curves 1 A and 2 A , constructed for two fixed frequencies which this intersection takes place determines the optimal value of the BVA parameter ( 4,559 Rm  ). Now, we proceed to determine the optimum value of the damping coefficient n  using the proposed graphical method. We use the same frequencies 1  and 2  , on which two maximums of the AFC are reached, and the value of the above-defined frequency parameter of the absorber ( 4,559 opt Rm  ). The graph (Fig.3) shows fragments of the curves 1 A and 2 A constructed for two fixed frequencies 1  and 2  with a change in the damping coefficient n  of the absorber's working body. As we can see, the intersection of the curves 1 A and
2
A is achieved in two places -for larger and smaller amplitudes. We choose a variant with a smaller amplitude, and the required damping coefficient will have a value of 1 0,18 ns
Now, we construct the resulting graph of the amplitude-frequency characteristic (Fig.4) For comparison, we graph the frequency response of a mechanical system without an absorber, i.e. for the case when the mass of the working body (ball) is zero (Fig.5) . In this case, the maximum amplitude reaches a value type are optimally applied. All that was said above was possible under the condition of rolling a heavy ball without sliding occurs in the spherical recess of the supporting body. Therefore, an important integral task of this study is to determine the conditions for ensuring and realizing the -pure‖ rolling of the ball in the recess of the carrier body. 
VI. CONDITIONS FOR REALIZING ROLLING OF
where V   is the linear velocity of the CM of the heavy ball; M V  is the linear velocity of the CM of the carrier body.
We define the projections of the coupling reaction B R on the coordinate axes OX and OZ , respectively: Using relations (6.2) and (6.3), we define the projections of the reaction B R to the normal n and the tangent  to the spherical surface of the recess of the carrier body (Fig.1) . After some transformations, we get:
Here the scalar product on the corresponding vectors is written in parentheses. write down the condition for rolling a ball with respect to a spherical surface without sliding:
We substitute the expressions (6.4) and (6.5) into the inequality (6.6) with allowance for the equation (4.14) . As a result, we get the basic formula for determining the minimum required coefficient of dry friction, which ensures a clean rolling of the ball: For a numerical experiment to determine the minimum required coefficient of dry friction, we choose a specific system with parameters from V. We have established the following important fact: when designing a rolling absorber for a friction pair "ball-spherical surface", one should choose such structural materials, the coefficient of dry friction of which has a value not lower than the value defined above. In this case, the interaction of conventional friction pairs (such as "steel -steel", "concrete -steel" or "concreteconcrete") does not ensure the rolling of the ball without sliding in a spherical cavity. Thus, it is necessary either to use special constructional materials to artificially increase the coefficient of friction between the ball and the spherical surface (as was done in [19 -21] ), or in general to change the design of the absorber in which the role of its working body will be played not by a ball, but by a completely another body [10] . Now, we write the condition under which the ball can be separated from the spherical surface. For this, we equate to zero the projection of the coupling reaction B R on the normal n . As a result, we obtain the required condition for detachment in the general form: R does not intersect the horizontal axis at any point. From this it follows that the movement of the ball in a spherical recess for a given damping system and with the selected power and frequency characteristics takes place without the loss of contact of the ball with the surface of the spherical recess.
VII. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In the work, a mathematical model is constructed that describes the forced oscillations of a damping system with a ball vibration absorber. The model analytically considers the effect of the "pure" ball rolling relative to the spherical cavity and the effect of such motion on the dynamic behaviour of the carrier object.
The principal possibility of using the device "ball in a spherical cavity" as a damper for forced oscillations of load-carrier objects is substantiated.
Dynamic behaviour of a damping system with a ball absorber is analyzed depending on the parameters of its setting. It is established that the main parameters of regulation and setting of the absorber are: a) the difference between the radii of a spherical cavity and a heavy ball; b) coefficient of damping of the working body of the absorber; c) the mass ratio of the heavy ball and the carrier object.
Based on the obtained model, a simple numericalgraphical method for determining the optimum values of the setting parameters of a ball absorber is developed.
The effectiveness of the method of vibration protection of large-sized carrier objects with the use of the proposed ball absorber is proved. It is shown that with the optimal adjustment of its parameters, the amplitude of the forced oscillations of the carrier objects can be reduced by a factor of 3.5.
The conditions for physical realization of the pure rolling of the ball in the spherical recess of the absorber are established, as well as the conditions for its rolling without detachments. When designing a ball absorber for a friction pair "ball -spherical recess", it is necessary to choose such structural materials that ensure rolling of the ball in the recess without sliding.
Significant structural drawbacks of ball absorbers of this type are noted: 1) they are not isochronous (i.e., they do not retain the required setting frequency) and can be correctly applied only for small relative deviations of the ball from the equilibrium position.
2) the frequency of the input action significantly affects the value of the coefficient of dry friction, which is minimally necessary for the physical realization of the -pure‖ rolling of the ball in a spherical cavity.
In future research, designs of new roller absorbers will be proposed, which are free from the indicated drawbacks.
The results of this research can be used by scientific experts and developers of new absorbers in preparation of their design decisions and in the process of selecting the optimal parameters.
